VIN Information

A Vehicle Identification Number, commonly abbreviated to VIN, is a unique serial number used in the automotive and power sports industries to identify individual vehicles. In 1999-2000 timeframe Polaris Industries adopted the 17 digit vin numbering system

**VIN location’s may change from year to year this is a general guideline on VIN locations. If EU cannot locate VIN from using this guide please advise for EU to keep looking.
General VIN information

- Polaris products have adopted and use the industry standard of a **17** digit VIN.
  - The first 3 characters identify the manufacturer of the vehicle
  - Digits 4-8: Are the vehicle attributes
  - Digit 9: Is a check digit
  - Digit 10: Is Model Year
  - Digit 11: Is plant code
  - Digits 12-17: Are sequential numbers

- For more information on VIN Decoding you can refer consumers to the online information found at [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vehicle_Identification_Number](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vehicle_Identification_Number)
- All VIN and safety information labels can also be found in each product's owner manual in the “INTRODUCTION” section. This includes VIN locations and details description of safety labels.
- For units that are older than 1999 the VIN’s are **7** digits long. The **2nd** and **3rd** digits indicate the year. Often this information is explained in the owners manuals but was not found in every owners manual.

- If EU cannot find the VIN or only has only partial VIN, advise EU to continue looking and consult their local authorized dealer for help.

- **Frame rail** = part of the units frame that is square
- **Frame tube** = part of the units frame that is round or circular
ATV VIN Location

- ATV VINs stickers are generally located on the riders right side on the ATV.
- VIN stamps are generally located on the left front or rear frame rail.
Ranger VIN Location

- Ranger VIN’s generally are located on the lower front left hand side of the unit.
RZR VIN Location

- RZR 570/800/900/1000 VIN stickers are generally located on the front frame tube on the rider's right side right next to the front right shock/spring.
- RZR 570/800/900/1000 VIN stamps are generally located on the rear frame tube near left rear tire.
• RZR 170 VIN stickers are generally located in the rider's left front wheel well on the frame tube.
Indian Motorcycle VIN Location

- Indian Motorcycle VIN stickers are generally located on the front mainframe on the riders left side on the unit where the steering head meets the front fork.
Indian Motorcycle Cont.

- Indian Motorcycle VIN stamps/VIN plates are generally located on the front mainframe on the rider's right side where the steering head meets the front fork.
Victory Motorcycles VIN Location

• (X-Country/X-Roads/Hardball/Gunner): Riders left hand front side frame, just ahead of fuel tank.
Victory Motorcycles VIN Location

- (Cruiser models): Steering head behind front forks / Touring vehicle information decal
Victory Motorcycles VIN cont.

- Victory Motorcycle’s VIN stamps/VIN plates are generally located on the front mainframe on the riders right side where the steering head meets the front fork.
Snowmobile VIN Location

- Snow VINs are generally located on the riders right side on the tunnel.
Polaris Power ID Location

- The P1000/2000i ID locations are listed below in the picture. The P3000i is located down and to the right of the oil dipstick. (Shown lower right)
BRUTUS VIN Location

- BRUTUS VIN’s are generally located on front left frame rail.
GEM

- GEM VIN’s are generally located on the underside of the roof by the rear roof support.
PWC VIN Location

- PWC VINS are generally located on the riders right side on the hull.
Breeze Electric Vehicle

• Breeze VINs are generally located on the front dash board in front of the steering wheel.
Slingshot VIN Location

- Slingshot VIN stickers are generally located on frame near driver’s left knee area.
• If EU cannot find the VIN or only has only partial VIN, advise EU to continue looking and consult their local authorized dealer for help.